Abstract-Currently, the majority of manifold learning algorithms applied to SAR image feature extraction are unsupervised. The semi-supervised manifold learning becomes a research trend for it can make full use of class information and be more coincident with actual data. Considering the non-uniform distribution of high-resolution SAR data and the problem of manually set neighbor values, adaptive neighborhood selection was introduced into the Semi-supervised Discriminative Locality Alignment (SDLA) and adaptive neighborhood selection semi-supervised discriminative locality alignment (ANSSDLA) was proposed for building extraction of high-resolution SAR data. Then, single polarization TerraSAR-X data and fully polarization RADARSAT-2 data were taken as experiment data to validate the ANSSDLA algorithm. It was found that the ANSSDLA algorithm has strong adaptability by comparing the results of ANSSDLA and SDLA. In addition, the result of comparative experiments of multi-polarization data shows that cross polarization data is more suitable for building extraction.  Index Terms-synthetic aperture radar, manifold learning, adaptive neighborhood selection, semi-supervised discriminative locality alignment
I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has the unique advantages in its all-time and all-weather observation capabilities to compensate defects of optical sensors that unable to obtain valid data in cloudy, foggy and rainy weather, and it has become an important technique of remote sensing information extraction [1] . With the increase of resolution, urban SAR data has more and more abundant and unique features. The SAR technique is playing an increasingly important role in building area extraction, which provided the basic data for urban planning, land use monitoring and population density survey [2] . However, the high resolution SAR image of city is very complex, and its high dimensional nonlinear characteristics also increase the difficulty in automatic extraction. As a machine learning method, manifold learning can find the inherent characteristics of data and is good at processing nonlinear data. It can improve the accuracy of target recognition by applying manifold learning to feature extraction of high-dimensional nonlinear SAR image.
By using its local geometric structure, manifold learning finds intrinsic manifold structure of a data set to achieve the purpose of efficient dimension reduction, e.g., Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [3] , Isometric feature mapping (ISOMAP) [4] , Local Tangent Space Alignment (LTSA) [5] , Laplacian Eigenmap (LE) [6] and so on. Currently, most manifold learning methods are unsupervised. In order to make full use of the class information, supervised manifold learning was proposed. However, it is not easy to obtain a large number of data with categories information. Therefore, the semisupervised manifold learning method which uses a small amount of class information becomes a research trend and has extensive application value. Semi-supervised Discriminative Locality Alignment (SDLA) is based on Discriminative Locality Alignment (DLA) [7] . DLA can deal with nonlinear samples, enhance the importance of marginal samples to learn low dimensional representations and avoid the matrix singularity problem. The application of SDLA to feature extraction of highresolution SAR image can improve the accuracy of target recognition. Considering that the distribution of SAR data is not uniform and the neighborhood selection of unlabeled samples in SDLA affects extraction result, the adaptive neighborhood selection technique was introduced into the SDLA algorithm and the adaptive neighborhood selection semi-supervised discriminative locality alignment (ANSSDLA) was proposed for building extraction of high-resolution SAR in this paper. Section II introduces the proposed method, which contains data preprocessing, high-dimensional feature cube construction and ANSSDLA algorithm. Section III introduces the experimental data. The experiment results of this algorithm are presented in Section IV. Section V gives the conclusion and discuss.
II. METHODOLOGY
The framework of building extraction is composed of filtering, feature set, dimensional reduction of ANSSDLA, classification and post-processing. Firstly, the Lee filter was applied to high-resolution SAR image. Secondly, eight texture features were obtained by using the classic second order probability statistical method (gray level cooccurrence matrix, GLCM), and combined with gray feature to construct original high-dimensional feature set of SAR image. Thirdly, the ANSSDLA algorithm reduced the data set of training samples and the projection matrix was obtained to deal with testing samples respectively to reduce dimension and achieve new features. Finally, the new features were used to extract building areas as the input of simple classifier. Post-processing was conducted to achieve the final results.
A. The Feature Set
The building area has rich texture features different from non-building area. The classical texture extraction algorithm is GLCM proposed by Haralick [8] . The algorithm mainly includes part optimization and whole alignment.
In the first part, we construct local patch structure for each sample of data set and design objective function to keep local discrimination information. Since each single sample can be seen as part of the integral data set, this stage is called part optimization.
For the labeled sample In the low-dimensional space, the best case is that the distance between i
x and neighbor samples from the same class is shortest, and the distance between i x and neighbor samples from different classes is longest.
Since the patch consisting of neighbor samples can be seen as approximate Euclidean space, and it constructs local optimization function:
where β is a scaling parameter, valuing in [0,1], used to weight the within-class distance and the between-class distance. Definite a coefficient vector as follows:
Then (1) can be rewritten as:
, search s k 's neighbor in training samples, construct patch, where include both labeled samples and unlabeled samples. The patch optimization function is:
I is the identity matrix.
Then, the whole alignment is to obtain the full optimization by summing all the patch optimizations of
The whole alignment:
where, i m is a margin degree parameter, through an iterative sum we have:    
is the patch index vector for samples. In the end, to get projection matrix, (6) can rewritten as:
The hypothetical condition for the unlabeled samples in SDLA is the uniform distribution of data, and each sample has same neighborhood size set by manual experiences. It is not applicable to SAR data with speckle noise, which likely shortens the divergence between classes and cannot recognize the target. Accordingly, the way to adaptively selecting neighborhood was introduced into SDLA. The procedure is listed as follows:
1. Select the initial k nearest neighbors of i x ;
2. Compute the average Euclidean distance and manifold distance, then achieve the adaptive parameter i k ;
3. Compared i k and k, to increase or decrease the corresponding number of neighbors [9] .
III. DATA
The experiment was conducted on two sets of SAR data from single polarization TerraSAR-X data and full polarization RADARSAT-2 data. The polarization mode of TerraSAR data is HH and spatial resolution is 1.25m. The data format of RADARSAT-2 is SPG and the spatial resolution is 3.125m. Two sub images of 1000 × 1000 were selected from TerraSAR-X data ( Fig. 1) to validate the proposed algorithm. Fig. 1(a) was taken as training image and Fig. 1(b) was test image. The sub image of 1000 × 1000 from RADARSAT-2 ( Fig. 2) was to explore the application of multi-polarization SAR in building extraction. And the experimental images were all filtered. 
IV. RESULTS

A. The Feature Set
Feature set is composed of texture feature and gray feature. Eight texture features were extracted with GLCM, containing different information. The filtered images present gray feature. GLCM is mainly influenced by direction, step length, window size and image gray level [10] . The greatest influence on texture extraction of images is window size, which should be chosen according to the actual situation. Since building area, plant and water is main objects in urban, we analyzed the trend of each texture feature of different objects to determine the optimal window size.
Taking Mean as example (Fig. 3) , Mean was calculated in different window sizes with interval of 4 between the window size of 3×3 and 39×39. As shown in Fig. 3 , the value of Mean in building area, plant and water constantly increases from the window size of 3 to that of 23, and slightly decreases at the window size of 27, then picks up. The increasing trend slows down between the window size of 31 and and that of 39. Moreover, with the increase of the window size, the edge of texture images become more and more fuzzy. Therefore, the window size of 31×3 1 is more appropriate. Fig. 4 shows the feature set. 
B. Dimensionality Reduction of Feature Set
To validate the ANSSDLA algorithm, both experiments with SDLA algorithm and ANSSDLA algorithm were conducted on the base of TerraSAR-X data (Fig. 1) . Fig. 1(a) was training image, and part of samples in training image had labeled information. A projection transformation matrix was respectively obtained through these two algorithms. Then a new feature was achieved by the operation between this matrix and the high-dimensional feature set (Fig. 5) . The new features of the whole shows a gray stone based on SDLA algorithm, and the contrast between building and non-building is not obvious. However, building in the new feature based on ANSSDLA are in bright color and has a clear outline. The new feature is more conducive to extract building area. 
C. Extraction of Building Areas and Accuracy Evaluation
The Otsu [11] method on the new feature image was used to extract building area .Then post-processing was made to achieve the final building areas (Fig. 6) . Based on the principle of confusion matrix, Detection Rate (DR) [12] , False Alarm Rate (FAR), Missing Alarm Rate (MAR) and Overall Accuracy (OA) were calculated to evaluate the accuracy of building extraction.
There are obvious differences between ANSSDLA and SDLA algorithm in Fig. 6 and Table I . The ANSSDLA shows a better result. The detection rate (DR) of the image achieved by ANSSDLA algorithm is higher than that achieved by SDLA algorithm. The overall accuracy (OA) of ANSSDLA method is more than 80%, and it shows that the new feature based on ANSSDLA is in favor of building extraction. The ANSSDLA algorithm can keep spatial geometry of feature set and improve recognition accuracy. For the test image, the DR reach 95%. Thus, ANSSDLA algorithm has good generalization ability. The projection matrix obtained by training image can be directly applied to feature set of test image and obtain good discriminated new feature. 
D. Application of the Multi-polarization SAR Data in Building Extraction
With the development of SAR, the multi-polarization data is gradually increasing. The full-polarization SAR data is rich in information. To study application of polarization SAR to extract building area with manifold learning, nine groups of contrast experiments were designed using the sub image of RADARSAT-2 (Fig. 2) . In the first four groups, each polarization image followed the framework of building extraction based on ANSSDLA algorithm, and each polarization image generated a new feature. In the other six groups, two arbitrary polarization images combined and the classifier chose Random Forest (RF) [13] . The comparative experiment used random forest directly to obtain feature set to extract building. The last experiment was four polarization images using random forest classier.
As we can see from Table II and Table III that all indexes of single polarization data based on the ANSSDL is higher than that using random forest directly. Therefore, it verifies the result in the last section. In Table II and  Table III , the OA of cross polarization data is higher than one of co-polarization. Table IV shows the results of two arbitrary polarization data in the ANSSDLA framework. The best combination is that of cross polarization data and vertical polarization data. HH+HV has the lowest value of OA. While all the full polarization data were used to extracted building area, the value of OA was less than that of HV +VH, VH+VV, and HV+VV. The result may be related to the quality of the image itself. (See Table V and Table  VI) . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel semi-supervised manifold learning was introduced for building extraction in urban area. The image was filtered to reduce noise as preprocessing. Eight texture features by GLCM and filter image is both stacked into the input feature set. Then, the ANSSDLA algorithm was adopted to obtain a lowdimensional projection in which the discriminative information of some training samples can be best preserved. Finally, the recognized results were achieved by using Otsu in the reduced subspace. Two sub images of TerraSAR-X data took experiment to valuate. The experimental results show that the introduced ANSSDLA has the potential to keep the intrinsic geometry features of SAR, which could deal with out-of-sample problem. The projection matrix can be applied to test image and obtained a good discriminative feature. Also, comparative experiments were conducted between single polarization and multi-polarization. The result shows that the accuracy of building extraction with cross polarization SAR data is higher than that of full Polarization SAR data. The performance of HH image is the lowest, which is caused by the image itself. It is expected to further study in later time. Meanwhile, experiment data only chose SPG full polarization SAR including few polarization information. Our future work will be focused on the polarization classification of urban area.
